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ABSTRACT

We present a method for shape matching that approximates groupwise shape registration by reducing the problem to a 1-D
registration. First, a novel medial curve method is proposed for
computing a 1-D description of the shape. Second, a group-wise
registration of the geometric descriptor is performed by directly
minimizing the group variance. The resulting registration is used to
adjust a global shape feature used to compute the final
correspondence. Thus, the problems of description, registration,
and statistical analysis are solved in one framework, while
reducing the computational problem of group-wise registration of
shapes substantially. We validate our method on 620 lateral
ventricles extracted from the ADNI MRI dataset and 19 lateral
ventricles from patients with HIV/AIDS and matched controls, also
scanned with MRI. We show that our group-wise approach leads to
improved statistical results, and also compare it to the SPHARM
method.
Index Terms— skeletonization, medial curves, shape
registration, group-wise registration, ADNI
1. INTRODUCTION
In computational anatomy, it is often desirable to locally compare
the geometry of anatomical shapes. Essentially, anatomical shape
analysis poses three related problems: (1) defining a meaningful
and intuitive geometric descriptor, (2) registering the shapes in an
unbiased manner, and (3) statistically comparing the resulting
description. These three problems are interconnected, but existing
methods generally solve these sequentially, or combine at best two
of the three steps.
Several approaches have been proposed towards (1), including
medial core-type methods [1,5], which define a local thickness of a
shape, and an extension of Tensor Based Morphometry (TBM) to
2-manifolds [2]. The latter may require some imagination to be
made intuitive, but it can be more statistically powerful for
detecting correlations between subcortical shape and clinical,
cognitive and CSF biomarkers.
In this work we choose a thickness-based approach based on a
1-dimensional single curve skeleton, as many anatomical shapes
are oriented and therefore admit such a description. Thus, our
geometric descriptor is the medial thickness, which is generally
accepted as the most intuitive measure of shape morphometry. 1D
medial representations in medical imaging were popularized by
Stephen Pizer with the M-reps algorithm [5]. M-reps are comprised
of a discrete web of “atoms,” each of which describes position,
width and local directions to the boundary, and an object angle
between corresponding boundary points. However, the requirement
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that the direction between each atom’s position and each
corresponding surface point must be normal to the surface makes
this method quite constrained even for anatomical shapes. To
endow a shape with an M-reps description, the shape must either
be quite simple, or it must be excessively smoothed. For example,
such a description is not feasible for branching shapes such as the
lateral ventricles, with all three horns prominently represented.
CM-reps, popularized by Paul Yushkevich and colleagues, is
an extension of M-reps to the 2-D continuous medial core. CMreps offer a way to derive boundaries from skeletons, by solving a
Poisson-type partial differential equation with a nonlinear
boundary condition [1]. The medial axis-anchored 3D
parameterization of the shape-enclosed volumetric region is
continuous, and allows a body-centered coordinate system for
analyzing shape and appearance. However, because CM-reps do
not reduce dimensionality, they do not produce significant
computational speed-ups.
A number of methods have also been developed towards the
registration step (2), such as Minimum Description Length (MDL)
[7], intrinsic parameterization methods such as SPHARM [11] and
conformal maps [2], direct shape mapping based on LaplaceBeltrami eignefunctions (LBE) [6], Spherical Demons (SD) [10],
and q-maps [12]. MDL is an information-theoretic approach for
group-wise shape registration. It leads to an unbiased
correspondence within a sample, but it can be quite slow as it relies
on simulated annealing, which may take many hours for just a
handful of shapes. This method is not feasible for a large cohort
such as ADNI where N is several hundred. SPHARM, conformal
maps, and more recently q-maps compute optimal shape
parameterizations, either by minimizing angle or area distortion, or
by optimizing over a metric space of reparameterizations. These
methods are quite general, but they do not exploit the shape
descriptor, and thus do not couple steps (1) and (2). LBE-based
direct maps generate feature functions to be used for direct
registration using level set embeddings. Similarly, SD performs
shape registration on the sphere by registering spherical images in
the Diffeomorphic Demons framework. Thus, both SD and LBE
are capable of combining description with registration. However,
these methods are designed to register an image to either another
image or, in the case of SD, to an atlas formed by a set of preregistered images. This biases the resulting parameterization, as the
statistical analysis step (3) remains uncoupled with the rest of the
processing. Spherical Demons perhaps comes closest to coupling
all 3 steps above. Further, LBE is only feasible for fairly simple
shapes with a clear spatial orientation and no branching, a
constraint similar to M-reps’ limitations.
To mitigate this problem, we maintain the reduced 1-D
representation with a single curve, but relax the M-reps’ normal-to-
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surface constraint. Instead, our medial representation is based on a
variational framework in which the curve is defined by minimizing
a weighted total distance. Thus, the geometry of the curve and the
shape are tied more loosely, and more classes of shapes admit such
a representation. Although a single curve representation may
appear inferior to 2-D representations due to the ill-posed nature of
the 1-D problem, in fact the reduced dimensionality is of great
benefit for subsequent processing.
Our registration step combines many of the registration
methods above. We use the spherical domain and a combination of
area and angle- preserving regularization, while minimizing the L2
distance between pairs of feature functions. To enable fast
spherical registration, we modify the unconstrained spherical
parameterization (USP) algorithm [8] by simply adding the L2
fidelity terms to the cost function. The resulting registration
remains nearly as fast as the original USP tool.
The feature functions are induced by our medial curve, in the
spirit of LBE. In our case, however, the curve is computed first,
while in LBE the curve is induced by the function. Finally, before
registering the spherical images to a target, we perform a 1-D to 1D group-wise registration in the spirit of MDL. Our 1-D
registration non-linearly remaps the scalar feature to be used in
spherical registration by minimizing the variance of the feature to
be used as a geometric descriptor, i.e., the feature that will be
compared statistically. Thus, this step combines all 3 shape
comparison problems.
Our contribution is threefold: first, we develop a relaxed
medial curve framework which allows noisy and branching shapes
to be parameterized consistently by a single curve. This allows the
computation of intuitive shape description by medial thickness and
natural feature functions for registration. Second, as the curve has
lower dimensionality, we enable a quasi-group-wise shape
registration by group-wise registration of 1-D functions, thereby
incorporating variance reduction and improved statistical
sensitivity into the registration. And third, using a modification of
the USP algorithm, we show that the spherical registration
resulting from the 1-D registration step leads to improved
statistical results based on ADNI and a dataset of lateral ventricles
from HIV+ subjects and age-matched controls.
2. MEDIAL CURVE FRAMEWORK
Finding the curve-skeleton of an orientable surface is not a welldefined problem, but some properties are generally accepted as
desirable [6]:
(1) Centered: we would like our curve to be “locally” in the
middle of the shape. In medical imaging, numerical
accuracy is vital when estimating local thickness on
boundaries of shapes.
(2) Onto, smooth mapping: there must be a surjective,
smooth mapping from the surface to the curve. This
enables us to use the medial curve for registration.
(3) Consistent geometry: this property requires that the
geometry of the curve depend continuously on the shape
We assume that our anatomical shape can be represented by a
single curve. We also assume that the ends of the curve lie on the
surface. With the topology of the curve fixed, we focus on property
(1) above. Intuitively, we can say that a curve is the medial curve if
it is smooth and every point on it is “locally in the middle” of the
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one of the simplest ones being
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where ܦሺ࢞ǡ ܵሻ is the signed distance of S at x, and ࢍሺݑǡ ࢇǡ ࢈ሻ ൌ
ࢇ  ݑሺ࢈ െ ࢇሻ. Here, ߜఈ is a continuous approximation of the Dirac
మ మ
delta. We used ߜఈ ൌ ߙ݁ ି௫ ఈ in our implementation. This
particular weighting function is only concerned with the
differential properties of the curve, not those of the surface,
making it quite stable when applied to noisy surfaces. The
weighting function decreases continuously as the vector from the
surface to the curve becomes less normal to the curve, and
vanishes when there is no line of sight to the surface.
To ensure that the curve is smooth, we add a smoothing term,
so that our final cost function takes the form:
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3. GROUP-WISE 1-D REGISTRATION

To enable curve-based registration for shapes described by a
single curve, we derive two surface based functions. The first is the
global orientation function (GOF), defined as
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This is similar to the first LB eigenfunction [6], except it can have
more than two local extrema. Our geometric descriptor is then the
familiar thickness measure:
ܦሺሻ ൌ  ฮࢉ൫ܩሺሻ൯ െ ฮ

(6)

As we are interested in improving statistical sensitivity of medial
thickness, we seek a set of mappings ݎ ǣ ሾͲǡͳሿ ՜ Թǡ such that the
total sample variance of a set of functions ݂ ǣ ሾͲǡͳሿ ՜ Թ is reduced
by minimizing the cost function
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4.
4 SPHERICAL
L REGISTRAT
TION
W
We modify an existing,
e
highly robust framewo
ork for unconstraained
sspherical mappin
ng proposed by Freidel
F
et al. [8]], by adding L2 terms
t
too the cost. Usin
ng Freidel’s nottation, the functtional becomes  ܧൌ
ି

ଶ

Grouup-wise registraation reduced thhe variance of curve-based
thicknesss by nearly 500% in the HIV cohort, and abbout 30% in
ADNI. This step is coomputed in lesss than 1 minutte. Our 1-D
registrattion was done bblindly with resspect to both diagnosis and
which suubject was to bee used as a targett in spherical reggistration, to
avoid “ddouble-dipping””. We show 3 aaverage thicknesss functions
from thhe ADNI dataseet before and affter the group-w
wise step in
figure 44.
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where ݂ ǡ ݃ arre scalar featurres of the mov
ving and statio
onary Table 1 . Parameters forr group-wise shaape registration

sspherical image. We use ܩௗ an
nd ܦ, the adjusted GOF and medial
m
thhickness featurees. Details on th
he optimization
n of this cost caan be
ffound in [8]. Th
his is not a partticularly innovattive step, but a final
ssurface-to-surfacce registration based on scalar features
f
is needed to
ccomplete our shaape matching. Our
O choice of reg
gistration frameework
iss driven by praactical concerns – alternative frameworks
f
exisst. In
ppractice, this hass proven to be a good choice. We
W use thicknesss as a
ffeature in spheriical registration, but thickness alone would no
ot be
ssufficient to map
p the surfaces co
orrectly, as it is a local measure. The
gglobal measure (GOF) primarily drives the registtration.
5. IMPL
LEMENTATION AND EXPER
RIMENTS
W
We have applieed our method
d to two dataseets of left lateeral
vventricles: the ADNI
A
baseline MRI dataset consisting of 391
3
ssubjects with mild
m
cognitive im
mpairment (MC
CI), and 229 ag
gem
matched controls; and a dataset of 11 HIV su
ubjects and 8 agem
matched controlss [2]. Parameterss were set accorrding to table 1 for
bboth datasets. Our
O medial curvee is evolved in a multi-resolution
ffashion with respect to both thee curve and thee surface: first, the
ssurface is decimaated to a small number
n
of triang
gles (e.g., 300), and
a
thhe curve is evollved at several resolution
r
levels. We super-sam
mple
thhe curve by a pre-set ratio, as
a convergence is reached at the
ccurrent level. Th
he resulting curv
ve is then used as
a initialization for
thhe full mesh, at which point onlly a few descentt steps are typicaally
required. We sho
ow decrease in energy
e
(3) with each
e
step in figu
ure
3 for an HIV+ subject.
s
Typical execution time is 2 minutes fo
or a
110K triangle messh on an AMD Opteron
O
152 2.6
61 GHz single core
w
workstation with
h 4 Gb of RAM
M. An example of
o resulting curv
ves
aand their GOFs can
c be seen in fig
gure 1.
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Our final sphericall registration sstep was initiallized by an
unconstrrained sphericall map [8], folloowed by a spheerical crosscorrelatiion to remove the rotational component [3]]. We then
registereed each subject to an arbitrary target shape froom the same
cohort uusing our modiified USP frameework. The L2 energy was
reducedd by 20-80% ddepending on thhe subject and the cohort.
Typical execution time w
was 10-20 seconnds.
The statistical analyysis consisted off computing oveerall p-value
for grouup differences baased on 100000 permutations, aas in [4]. For
compariison, we also appplied the SPHAR
RM method to thhe same two
datasets . We then com
mputed Cumulattive Distributionn Functions
(CDF) oof significance m
maps for each m
method (fig. 5). CDF curves
are a waay of visualizingg the multiple coomparisons probblem, so that
one seees the tradeoff between the sttatistical threshoold and the
spatial eextent of the efffect. While the ppermutation test remains the
gold staandard, CDF is still a useful vvisualization. A
As expected,
group-w
wise registrationn improved thee overall p-vallue in both
studies, as seen in tablle 2. However, CDF plots show
w that using
the unaddjusted GOF, aand keeping all other parameters the same
producees the dominant ccurve.

Figure 33. Medial energyy (3) vs. gradiennt descent iteratioons
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